Dear Bruce:

Pursuant to Attachment O, Section VIII.6 of the SPP OATT and to Notice to Construct (NTC) letter, SPP-NTC-20101, dated June 30, 2010, Mid-Kansas Electric Company (Mid-Kansas) is providing notice that it is accepting the commitment and obligation to construct the following projects.

**Project ID:** 945  
**Project Name:** Spearville - Comanche County - Medicine Lodge - Wichita 345 kV double circuit transmission line  
**Estimated In-Service Date for Project:** 12/31/2014  
**Estimated Cost for Project:** $356,300,000 (cost for entire project, including all entities)

**Network Upgrade ID:** 11256, 11257

**Network Upgrade Description:**
- Build 345 kV double circuit transmission, 3,000 amps or greater capacity for each circuit, from the Medicine Lodge 345 kV substation to the WR interception point from the Wichita substation. The total mileage of this Medicine Lodge-Wichita line is 70 miles.

**Estimated Cost for Network Upgrade (current day dollars):** The project participants are currently working with local stakeholders, environmental groups, including state and local wildlife agencies, to develop an acceptable routing for these facilities. Upon completion of this effort, the Transmission Owners / Project Participants will provide the SPP with an update to the cost estimate and project schedule.

Mid-Kansas does also provide notice to SPP, pursuant to Attachment O of the SPP OATT, that we are designating Prairie Wind Transmission, LLC (Prairie Wind) to construct and own our portion of these facilities (Network upgrades 11256 and 11257), which comprise a portion of Project 945. This designation of the Mid-Kansas portion of project 945 is consistent with the Stipulation and Agreement approved by the Kansas...

As part of this designation, Mid-Kansas is requesting a release of the obligation to construct, upon approval of a Novation Agreement. As such, Mid-Kansas and Prairie Wind will provide a draft Novation Agreement within the next few weeks.

Please contact me if you have questions or need to discuss the acceptance of this NTC.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Noman Williams  
Vice President, Transmission Policy

NLW/rkb

c. Via email:  
Carl Monroe – SPP  
Leslie E. Dillahunt – SPP  
Heather Starnes – SPP  
Kelly Harrison – Prairie Wind  
Earl Watkins  
Tom Hestermann  
_SunflowerRecords@sunflower.net